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Nuclear engineer salary phd

According to 100% of our employer reported sources the median wage wage for nuclear engineer V with JD, MD, PhD or equivalent is $134,474 - $142,749. Please try our Pay Wizard to explore how other factors like location, years of experience and a number of direct reports can affect your base salary and bonus. Typical Nuclear Engineer Education V
Degree % of User with This Level of Education No Diploma 1% High School 1% Singles 24% Masters 36% PhD 37% Nuclear Engineer V With Next Degree Likely To Fall Within Pay Range It's a Bachelor's Degree $131,860 - $140,017 MBA or MBA $132,949 - $141,155 JD, MD, PhD or equivalent $134,474 - $142,749 Nuclear Engineer Annual Base Salary
Role Salary Salary Hourly Rate Date Update Nuclear Engineer I $76,705 $36.88 United States November 25 2020 Nuclear Engineer III $113,400 $54.52 United States November 25, 2020 Nuclear Engineer II $98,706 $47.45 United States November 25, 2020 Nuclear Engineer V $137,741 $66.22 United States November 25, 2020 Nuclear Engineer IV
$116,102 $55.82 United States November 25, 2020 Nuclear Pharmacist $141,006 $67.79 United States November 25, 2020 Physician - Nuclear Medicine $338,951 $162.96 United States November 25, 2020 Nuclear Medicine Technician $80,319 $38.61 United States November 25 2020 Nuclear Medicine Technologist $83,976 $40.37 United States
November 25 , 2020 Director of Nuclear Medicine $115,775 $55.66 United States November 25, 2020 Saw all the wages of a nuclear engineer One of the most popular questions we get from our readers here is how much nuclear engineers do in a year and their hourly wages. Entry-level annual wages for entry-level nuclear engineers with little or no
experience can expect to make anywhere from $68560 to $85840 per year or $33 to $41 an hour. Just like any other job, a nuclear engineer's pay will increase as they become more experienced. We wanted to make it easier for our readers to compare a nuclear engineer's salary to all the other careers out there. So we created the pay grade. We compare
the salary of all careers and then we give them a grade of A, B, C or D depending on where their average salary sits compared to other careers. After comparing how much nuclear engineers earn with other careers, they have a pay grade of A. Highest annual level annually (up 10%) $78 $162360 Senior (up 25%) $62 $129000 mid (mid-50%) $52 $107600 c
Junior (down $41 $85840 with no experience (bottom 10%) $33 $68560 State Annually MD $66 $ 137,930 NM $66 $ 136,310 CA $ 64 $ 132,180 ID $62 $ 128,270 TN $61 $ 126,300 NH $60 $ 125,3 30 WI $ 58 $ 120,330 IL $ 57 $ 117,710 PA $ 56 $ 115,760 KS $ 55 $ 113,690 another simple way to increase your salary as a nuclear engineer is to move to a
higher-paying country. However the transition to a higher-paying mode like MD does not guarantee that you will Because the expenses in MD may be much higher than where you currently live. According to B.L.L., the highest-paid nuclear engineers are in MD countries, NM, CA, ID and TN. Related to the salary nuclear engineers and nuclear engineers hired,
how much nuclear engineers earn, nuclear engineers hourly wages, nuclear engineers and annual wages, which countries pay the highest for nuclear engineers and additional resources BWX Technologies - Oak Ridge, TN +1 location2.8BWXT is now looking for a nuclear engineer for its Oak Ridge, TN BWXT, based in Lynchburg, Virginia, provides safe and
effective nuclear solutions... Niowave - Lansing, MI 2.3Bachelor's, Masters or PhD in nuclear engineering or related fields. Experience with reactor benchmarking or measurement experiments. Marine Nuclear Laboratory - Niskayuna, New York +1 location2.7 Experience performing nuclear analysis using modern reactor physics solveters. Experience and
knowledge accumulated by working in a nuclear analysis group (e.g., Savannah River Nuclear Solutions, LLC - Aiken, SC 4.1Chemical Engineer, Electrical Engineer, Fire Protection Engineer, Mechanical Engineer, Nuclear Engineer, Civil/Structural Engineering, Process/Industrial... Huntington Ingalls Industries Ltd. - Newport News, VA 3.80 years of
experience with PhD or PhD juris in related field; The applicant must have experience with a nuclear reactor or steam plant operations. Guide - Hill AFB, UT 3.4BS Degree in Safety, Environment, BioEnvironmental, Chemical, Material or Industrial Engineering, Industrial Hygiene, Chemistry, Physics or Related Field + 10... Huntington Ingalls Industries Ltd. -
Virginia Beach, VA 3.80 years of experience with PhD or PhD juris in related field; Experience using BASH and Minicom load scripts. Virginia Beach, VA, USA, 23452.Showing 1-11 of 365 to continue enjoying our site, we ask that you err your identity on behalf of a human being. Thank you so much for your cooperation. Hill AFB, UT (111)Livermore,
California (85)Ogden, UT (34)Annapolis Junction, MD (33)Colorado Springs, CO (32)Idaho Falls, ID (29)Fort Meade, MD (27)Albuquerque, NM (27)Fort Shafter, HI (26)Roy, UT (25)Newport News, VA (25)Los Alamos, NM (24)Oak Ridge, TN (24)Richland, WA (14)Reston, VA (14)Huntsville, VA AL (13)Redondo Beach, CA (13)Oklahoma City, OK (13)San
Francisco, California (12)Washington, D.C. (12)Long Island, New York (8)Pocatlo, ID (8)Fairfax, VA (8)East Lansing, MI (8)7)Pocasset, MA (7)Knoxville, TN (7)College Station, TX (7)Arlington, VA (7)Aiken, SC (7)Carniesville, WV (6) In most cases, BA is the minimum education required for a gradual engineering role. However Engineering students choose to
pursue higher degrees in engineering, such as a master's degree or even a PhD. While not required to break into the field, a PhD in engineering can translate into higher wages and an opportunity to teach or direct independent research. PhD in engineering salaryThe charter survey conducted by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and the
American Society of Civil Engineers, the average annual salary of an engineer with a Doctorate in Engineering was $122,127 as of 2012. Half of engineers with PhDs in the field reported salaries ranging from $92,000 to $144,500 a year. The lowest-paid 10 percent earned $72,000 or less a year, while the highest-paid 10 percent earned $180,000 or more.
PhD pay by Experience The expected salary of an engineer with a PhD varies considerably depending on experience. As of 2012, those holding a PhD reported an average starting salary of $81,406 for ASME and ASCE. This jumped to an average of $94,218 for those with between five and nine years of experience, while those who have between 15 and
19 years of experience averaged $125,972 a year. Those with 25 years or more experience reported the highest average salary, $147,014 a year. Paying with other degrees an average of $122,127 by those with doctorates in engineering is more than that earned by engineers with most other types of education. As of 2012, ASME and ASCE found that
engineers with bachelor's degrees in the field earned an average of $96,452 a year, while those holding a master's degree in engineering reported an average annual salary of $106,051. However, those holding an MBA reported a high average wage of $126,681, while engineers with master's degrees in engineering and an MBA earned even more,
averaging $131,107 a year. Other factors influencing engineering pay Of course, an engineer's level of education and experience are not the only factors that have an impact on her pay. For example, engineers working in the Southwest Pacific tended to earn the highest median income in the U.S., $108,403 a year. By comparison, the lowest median wage
by geographic location, $85,929 per year, was reported in upper mountain states. And, of course, engineers earn a lot more in certain industries of engineering than in other industries. As of 2012, the highest average wage was reported by those in ocean engineering, which averaged $169,795 a year. The lowest average pay rates were reported by health
facility engineers ($87,732) and agricultural engineers ($88,319). I'm a nuclear engineering student who just started working towards my PhD. I was absolutely convinced with my decision to pursue a PhD until recently I was told that you could be overqualified by getting such an advanced degree (compared to MS). Over-equality never occurred to me until I
was told this; And it does A lot of sense that there's a point where someone can be too talented, meaning they're too expensive for the company. According to you, what's the better way to go: PhD or master? I want if you can answer this question, adding supportive opinions relating to things such as wages, over/underqualification, job satisfaction, career
forecast, time versus benefit, etc. Some people say the few extra years for a PhD never pay off, while others say that when you fit in over time, it pays off. Also, the reason I went back to my master's degree was because of the extreme boredom I encountered when I worked in the industry with my BSNE. All opinions and comments are welcome, thank you.
Astronomer I recommend getting a PhD, if you have this opportunity. If you started this, you'll see it. I highly recommend an advanced degree, at least MS if not a PhD. A PhD probably has greater potential for higher pay, but it also depends on the area of expertise. More of one's expertise is in demand, greater the potential for higher wages. As for time and
benefit, the faster you can get through the PhD program, the better. Two or three years will be optimal. The longer we stay, the less benefit thereafter. Suppliers of technology, BNFL/Westinghouse, Areva, GE, Hitachi, Toshiba, Mitsubishi, Enusa, . . They're paying premium salaries to people right now. Common openness and phDs are a golden opportunity.
But will it last? If no one orders a new plant soon (though apparently two units have been ordered by NRG Energy to be located in the South Texas project), all of these plans could come to a screeking halt. The nuclear industry is a bit like aerospace with cycles of boom and bust - well quite a few technology sectors seem to do that. My company actually
prefers MS or PhDs in certain areas. In general the salary is the trial outline. It's pretty much universal. Re: Over/underqualification - I think a lot of (a lot) people may be incompetent. Even a PhD can be unqualified depending on his knowledge of industry and technical challenges. You can be too qualified for a particular job, but there are plenty of other
opportunities elsewhere, so don't worry about it. Job satisfaction comes with achievements, and IO does not depend on whether one has multiple sclerosis or a PhD. The best way to avoid being more competent and ensure job satisfaction is to diversify knowledge, experience and expertise. Career forecast for nuclear is difficult (see above). A lot depends on
future development and really requires the technology. It also has the (incentive) matter of government support, and that can vary depending on the tendencies and whims of any number of people, for example the president, senator, or congressman. Nasa and DOE (National Laboratories) hire a lot of PhDs. Manufacturers and services hire some. They are
heavy business (company, accounting) driven. In fact, the manager (Mantel, Peres, Semancil) like large salaries, and their motivation is more on salaries (really total compensation) than profit and value for shareholders. At least, that's my diagnosis. I've seen that service people work too hard, while the top executives are over-expected, but then that's true of
most U.S. corporations. The best way to ensure a productive career is to master technology and diversify knowledge. Diversity also increases opportunities outside of nuclear, especially if one has good knowledge of materials, mechanics of materials, and experience with multiphysics simulation and numerical analysis. Analysis.
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